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Tajik educators discuss education reform and reading instruction standards at Roanoke County Public Schools in Virginia USA

Hon. Larry LaRocco (D-ID) and Hon. Scott Klug (R-WI) brief young leaders about working at the federal government.

This program “was a unique opportunity to meet and interact with people from different cultures and backgrounds,” while “attending high level trainings.”

Chiraz Karoui, Tunisia

Teams of Excellence™ global experts provide customized training and sustainable solutions which ignite new vision, transfer knowledge, and inspire action for the private and public sector. Approaches are hands-on, practical, and immediately applicable.

The Legacy Advantage

Hon. Larry LaRocco (D-ID) and Hon. Scott Klug (R-WI) brief young leaders about working at the federal government.

Through its Teams of Excellence™ Legacy International provides subject matter experts who bring to their training a wealth of knowledge and successful real-world practical experience. The end result is economic well-being and returns on investments of time, efforts and employment of those who want to work in dignity and generate gainful employment.

Joe Robinson, former International Trade Manager, Governor’s Office of the State of Virginia, Co-author of the MBA textbook “Global Business from Theory to Practice”

“We definitely need LivingSidebySide® in our schools. This program can help our education system to fill in a gap that we have today – structured tolerance and peacebuilding education. I am sure, teachers can make great use of this program, help young people benefit and get benefits for themselves, too. I see several venues for its implementation in our schools.”

Gulshan Abdylldaeva, Senior Specialist, Pre-School through Secondary and After-school Education, Ministry of Education and Science, Kyrgyz Republic
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“It is important to understand the continuing problems in the American system because they shed light on the potential challenges that my country will face as it navigates its way through a changing political system.”

Abdelsalam Elmcssbi, Libya
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We work with you to design a program tailored to your requirements:

• US: 2 – 3 week professional development trainings to the U.S.
• Internationally: 3-5 day seminars in your location
• Optional: Follow on Monitoring & Evaluation
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For the past 35 years, Legacy International’s Teams of Excellence™ trainers have co-designed programs with clients that:
• Are interactive and results oriented
• Promote innovation and increase productivity
• Encourage collaboration among private, public and NGO sectors
• Bring core values of personal and corporate responsibility into the planning process
• Are culturally sensitive and practical
• Match business and organizational development models to each unique work setting

Why Legacy International’s Programs are Different

Young professionals from North Africa join roundtable discussion with former members of the U.S. Congress

High Quality Skill Training plus Optional Monitoring and Evaluation:

Business
• Digital Marketing & Transformation
• Social Entrepreneurship
• International Commerce and Trade

Government
• Parliamentary Leadership
• Policy Debate & Dialogue
• Political Engagement & Human Rights

Non-Governmental Sectors
• Public Health- “Prevention through Education”
• Women’s Leadership
• NGO Capacity Building
• Education
• Youth Leadership Development
• Peace-building & Conflict Resolution

Teams of Excellence™ trainers include:
• CEOs and other business professionals
• Successful entrepreneurs
• NGO experts & philanthropists
• Former members of US Congress and international parliaments
• Leaders in specialized fields such as Public Health, Education, and other sectors
• Marketing & technology experts

Note: US programming may include some or all of the following elements: site visits to professional companies/government agencies/NGOs, in-depth trainings, roundtable discussions, internships, shadowing experiences, US cultural immersion, and planning for follow on project implementation.

Nurse, Mohammed Arif, a Legacy trainee, has reduced diarrhea by 40% in the mountain villages in less than a year with his innovative program.

Target Audiences
• Mid-level professionals
• Senior Executives
• Health & Education professionals
• government employees
• non-governmental personnel
• undergraduate & graduate students

Additional formats:
• Short and long-term trainings and specific certification programs
• Professional consultation services
• Community-based leadership development experiences
• Training of trainers programs
• Follow-up components using on-line tools such as webinars, video conferencing and collaborative project planning platforms.

“The digital revolution is transforming how organizations interact with their target audiences. I applaud Teams of Excellence™ efforts to integrate digital technologies, universal values and cultural sensitivity into business models for profitmaking and social enterprises. This reflects Legacy International’s intention to bring timely insights and practical applications to aspiring leaders.”

Ira Kaufman PhD, Digital Strategist, Professor, Author